**Weekly Fry Word Assessment**
(#11- #20)

Directions: Listen to the words your teacher says and circle the correct word in each line.

1. he  | hem  | her  | be
2. was | saw  | warm | wash
3. four| far  | fort | for
4. onto| and  | on   | an
5. and | air  | are  | ear
6. ask | as   | is   | an
7. with| wash | went | wit
8. him | has  | his  | her
9. than| they | them | hey
10. a  | eye  | is   | I
Name ______________________________________
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Answer Key:

1. he
2. was
3. for
4. on
5. are
6. as
7. with
8. his
9. they
10. I